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Award-Winning Bridge Improves Critical Connection in Western Pennsylvania
With traffic congestion increasing on and around the Jonathan
Hulton Bridge over the Allegheny River in Oakmont,
Pennsylvania, the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation
(PennDOT), Engineering District 11, turned to Gannett Fleming to
design a replacement structure that could handle current mobility
and safety needs. The result is an award-winning structure that
meets functional requirements and replicates some of the historic
bridge’s original charm.
For more than 105 years, the Jonathan Hulton Bridge provided
a direct connection between Oakmont Borough and Harmar
Township. It also offered efficient access to major regional
transportation connections, including the Pennsylvania Turnpike
and the Allegheny Valley Expressway.
In recent years, traffic congestion on and near the bridge had
become a problem. Since 2008, the structure’s average daily traffic
(ADT) counts increased by 25 percent, resulting in today’s ADT of
25,794 vehicles. The usage far surpassed the bridge’s capabilities,
and it was deemed structurally deficient.
The only solution was to build a replacement to accommodate
current and future demand. By working closely with PennDOT
and community stakeholders, Gannett Fleming delivered the
new Hulton Bridge – a four-lane, five-span, 1633-foot-long,
river crossing that has alleviated congestion and will become a
landmark in the community.
Additionally, navigational channel restrictions forced the project
team to develop a solution that would allow them to erect the

main span over the navigational channel in less than 72 hours.
The team turned to strand jacking, which marked the first time
PennDOT ever used this procedure for a steel girder bridge.
The new Hulton Bridge opened to traffic in October 2015. It
improves safety, traffic level-of-service, and functionality, while
providing an aesthetic quality fitting of the scenic communities.
In June 2016, the new Hulton Bridge was awarded the 2016
Eugene C. Figg Jr. Medal for Signature Bridges sponsored by the
International Bridge Conference®.
Copyright © Gannett Fleming, Inc., 2016. All rights reserved.
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Column

problem. A law needs to be passed to
strictly protect the money from the
gas tax to be only spent on road and
bridge work! It’s very simple …” the
writer opined.
The comment sums up the diversion
issue nicely. We couldn’t have said it
better ourselves.

APC Executive Vice President
Bob Latham (right) on the
set with PA Newsmakers
host Terry Madonna.

Maybe we have reached a turning
point where people are starting to
realize that the continued syphoning
of PennDOT’s budget to pay for
policing is a losing proposition.

The newly enacted 2016-17 budget
will divert $802 million. That represents the equivalent of 13 cents per
gallon, more than one-fifth of the approximately 55 cents in taxes levied
per gallon. The diverted amount is increasing at a rate at which it will
reach nearly $1 billion per year in the next five years.

Are We Finally Getting
the Message Across on
Highway Fund Diversion?
A recent Allentown Morning Call article noted that the I-95 Corridor
Coalition, which represents transportation officials from 16 states and
the District of Columbia, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Connecticut, and
New Hampshire, is floating the notion of a vehicle miles traveled fee to
replace the state and federal gas tax to pay for road improvements. The
coalition recently applied for a federal grant to test the idea.
The article immediately received the following comment from the cadre
of anonymous writers:
“If our legislature would stop sending the money we already pay in
the gasoline tax to other uses and actually use it to pay for roads and
bridges we would have enough money. But as long as communities are
allowed to freeload off the state and not pay for their own police forces,
and instead rely only on the PA State Police, we are going to have this

The House has directed the Legislative Budget and Finance
Committee to conduct a study to determine the appropriate and
justifiable level of support for State Police from the Motor License
Fund, given the Pennsylvania Constitution. APC has strongly
advocated that no more money be diverted from the Motor License
Fund to support State Police until we have determined the appropriate
and justifiable level of support in the spirit of Pennsylvania's
Constitution.
The APC Educational Trust Fund, as part of our ongoing advocacy, pays
for public opinion polling to gauge opinion on transportation matters.
Last spring, we asked the following question in a public opinion poll of
registered voters: "In 2013, Pennsylvania increased gasoline taxes and
license and registration fees to pay for transportation improvements.
Would you favor or oppose using some of this money to fund other
non-transportation items in the state budget?" Not surprisingly,
80 percent opposed diverting the money, with 61 percent of them
strongly opposed.
In this issue of Highway Builder, please take a moment to read the
remarks by Secretary Leslie Richards. The Secretary recently joined
PA Highway Information Association Managing Director Jason
Wagner at a press event highlighting the many benefits of the 2013
transportation funding bill. The Secretary also sounds the alarm on
the need to find a way to fund police operations without impacting road
and bridge improvements.

www.paconstructors.org
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Secretary Richards
Discusses Act 89
Progress, Threats
PennDOT Secretary
Leslie Richards
recently joined
PHIA’s Jason Wagner
and others for a news
conference updating the media
on the status of Act 89 of 2013,
the Transportation Funding Act.

Owen O’Neil, Lehigh and
Northampton Transportation
Authority Executive Director;
Jason Wagner, PHIA Managing
Director; PennDOT Secretary
Leslie Richards; David Black,
Harrisburg Regional
Chamber CEO

Secretary Richards began by noting that while other
states continue to struggle finding resources for critical highway and bridge needs,
Pennsylvanians are enjoying the benefits of the bipartisan consensus reached in Act 89.
PennDOT will award about $2.4 billion in construction work this year for about 820
projects. That compares with $2.5 billion last construction season. Without Act 89, the
awards would have totaled only $1.5 billion annually.
The Commonwealth also is making significant strides in reducing the number of
structurally deficient bridges, from a high of 6,034 in 2008, down to 3,783 as of March
31. Pennsylvania has dropped to second in its national ranking (to Iowa) – the first time
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time
The press event
garnered extensive
media coverage.

in decades we have
not been No. 1
for structurally
deficient bridges.

The secretary
noted that PennDOT
has been working
closely with MPOs
and RPOs to improve
the transportation
planning process.
PennDOT is now
producing five-year
projections for the
first time, while in the
past, one-to-two-year
projections were made.

as the revenue is redirected to transportation, how will the State Police
revenue be replaced? She praised the willingness of legislators from
both parties, along with the State Police, to seek a solution.
“If Act 89’s benefits are to continue in Pennsylvania, if we’re going to
continue making safety improvements and upgrades to help commerce
and the public, then this collaboration is vital,” she said.
The news conference preceded a series
of regional events promoting the
benefits of Act 89 to be held across
the Commonwealth this summer and
fall. The regional events are sponsored
by PHIA, in conjunction with local
Chambers of Commerce and other
transportation advocates.

Public transportation agencies also have benefitted from Act 89,
the secretary noted. In the coming fiscal year, transit agencies
will be in line for $495 million in capital funds, allowing them
to work on long-shelved, much-needed projects to improve
facilities and service for the 800,000 people who use public
transportation every day.
While the funding act has produced positive results and will
continue to do so, Secretary Richards said there is growing
concern regarding the increasing amounts of revenue that is
being diverted from the Motor License Fund and shifted to the
State Police budget. In the 2015-16 fiscal year, $755 million
– nearly two thirds of the entire State Police budget – came
from the Motor License Fund. For the 2016-17 fiscal year the
amount increases to $802 million.
As local governments experience financial pressures, some have
decided to dismantle their local police departments or opt out
of regional police coverage in favor of State Police coverage,
which comes at no additional cost to them. Nearly half of the
approximately 2,500 municipalities in Pennsylvania have no
coverage other than the State Police.
Secretary Richards said the department had worked out three
financial scenarios: limiting the diversion to $300 million,
limiting it to $500 million, and keeping it at $755 million and
reducing it to $500 million over three years. The question is,

www.paconstructors.org
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Act 89
For the last two-plus years,
APC members and the highway
construction industry as a whole have benefitted
from the passage of Act 89 of 2013, the funding
measure that will eventually raise an additional
$2.3 billion per year for transportation.
Collectively, we have felt a sense of accomplishment and relief, and
rightfully so. As PennDOT Secretary Leslie Richards noted recently,
Act 89 gave PennDOT a $2.5-billion construction budget last year, and
will bring another $2.4 billion in projects this year. Without Act 89, the
lettings would have totaled only about $1.5 billion per year.
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Recently, however, storm clouds
have appeared on the horizon.
The benefits of the funding act
– to Pennsylvania’s transportation
infrastructure, the motorists who use it,
and the contractors who build and maintain
it – are facing a major threat.
Pennsylvania’s constitution is designed to protect the revenue
generated by fuel taxes, license and registration fees, and some traffic
fines, requiring that the money be dedicated to highway uses. On
the other hand, what qualifies as a highway use has become murky,
as legislators have felt pressure to fund essential state operations
without raising taxes.
In the fiscal year ending June 30, 2016, $755 million was diverted
from the Motor License Fund and directed to State Police operations.
In the recently enacted FY 2016-17 budget, that number will increase
to $802 million. On the surface, some might see that as a legitimate

use of the revenue because State Police operations include patrolling
highways. The murkiness sets in when no one can answer the question
of what proportion of State Police resources are dedicated to patrolling
highways, and what proportion to the many other things that the
agency does.
An increasing amount of highway revenue has been diverted every
year, growing at a rate that will cause it to reach $1 billion in the next
several years. Today, the diverted amount is the equivalent of 13 cents
per gallon, nearly one-quarter of the approximately 55 cents in taxes the
state collects per gallon.
APC has been monitoring this situation very closely over the last several
years. Despite our concerns, we are pleased to report there has been
progress in addressing the issue:
• The lobbying efforts by APC, the communication efforts
of PHIA, and the Keystone Transportation Funding Coalition
(KTFC) have elevated awareness of this problem among
legislative leadership and rank and file, along with the Wolf
Administration, the news media, and the public.
• There is a growing belief among policymakers that while
two-thirds of the State Police budget has been coming out of
the Motor License Fund, the resources dedicated to patrolling
highways do not constitute two-thirds of the State Police budget.
• If true, it seems clear that the diverted amounts are not in
keeping with constitutional requirements, and policymakers
will need to address the issue.
• To that end, the House directed the Legislative Budget and
Finance Committee to study the issue and determine what
proportion of State Police resources are allocated for patrolling
highways. Results are expected this fall.
• Additionally, the Transportation Advisory Committee has
been tasked with identifying alternate sources of revenue to
support State Police operations in order to leave more revenue
for highway projects.
• Secretary Richards has become a strong advocate for addressing
this issue, alerting legislators to the fact that the Decade of
Investment promised by Act 89 is already at risk, and that it
even threatens PennDOT’s ability to maintain existing
highways adequately.
• During this year’s budget, Senate leadership inserted into the fiscal
code language that would cap the amount of money diverted in this
fiscal year for state police operations at $802 million. The funding will
then decrease-starting in 2018-19’s budget – at an annual rate of
4% over the next 10 years until it reaches a cap of $500 million OR
is 60% of the total amount appropriated for the State Police. The
good news is that for the first time, we have statutory language to cap
and begin phasing down the amount of money going from the
highway construction and maintenance program to the State Police.
The General Assembly will be obligated to find any future increases
in State Police funding from the General Fund or other revenue
streams. The concern, however, is that this language can be amended
or changed by any future action by the General Assembly and
historically such language isn’t looked upon as “protected.”
www.paconstructors.org
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The aforementioned progress has been achieved through efforts on a
variety of fronts. APC and PHIA have provided testimony in legislative
hearings and have kept legislative leadership and transportation committee
members apprised. The KTFC sent letters to legislators objecting to the
level of diversion and asking that the diverted amount be frozen until
the Legislative Budget and Finance Committee and the Transportation
Advisory Committee have completed their work. PHIA has held media
events and is sponsoring a series of regional events this summer and fall
promoting the benefits of Act 89.
Our messages to these audiences have been driven by updated research
on the elements of this issue that strike the right chords with the
public. We have shared this information with PennDOT and Turnpike
leadership, and their communications teams, and we are coordinating
our messaging efforts when possible.
What can I do to help, you wonder? Glad you asked:
• Drop an email or make a phone call to your state representative
and senator. You can get their contact information by visiting
www.legis.state.pa.us and using the “find my legislator” feature
on the left column of that page.
• Educate your colleagues, employees, business allies, and local
business leaders about this issue. You can find a one-page fact

sheet and additional information at the PHIA website,
www.PaHighwayInfo.org, under “Motor License Fund Diversion”
in the right column of that page.
• Submit a letter to the editor of your local newspaper. Procedures
for submitting letters vary among newspapers and can usually be
found on their websites or by calling the newspaper offices.
• Keep apprised of this and other important transportation issues
by subscribing to PHIA’s E-motion electronic newsletter, under
the “Publications” tab at www.PaHighwayInfo.org, and to the
KTFC electronic newsletter on the home page of that website,
www.KeystoneTransportation.org. Both newsletters are free.
• Support the Transportation Construction Industries Political
Action Committee (TCI-PAC) and the APC Educational Trust
Fund, which were instrumental in getting Act 89 across the finish
line and are now leading the effort to defend it.
Needless to say, this is one of the most important issues facing our
industry at this time. We have made significant progress in positioning
it for attention and action by our elected representatives in Harrisburg.
Please help us move the solution along, for the benefit of our
transportation system, the people who use it, and those of us who
build and maintain it.

www.mackinengineering.com
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Spring Legislative

Wrap Up
Although protecting the state’s highway
funds from being siphoned off for
non-highway purposes is a top priority
for APC, we have also been closely
tracking developments in other
key pieces of legislation.

APC was asked in May to provide testimony
regarding a bill designed to ensure that drivers
of alternative fuel vehicles contribute their fair
share for the upkeep of Pennsylvania’s highway
system. Following are excerpts from that testimony,
delivered by Jason Wagner, APC director of Policy
and Government Relations.

APC Provides
Testimony
on Alternative
fuels Measure
14
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Many committee members are familiar with an organization called
the American Road & Transportation Builders Association, or
ARTBA. It’s a national trade association headquartered in Washington,
D.C. A new report from ARTBA’s Transportation Investment
Advocacy Center™ examined how different states tax alternative fuel
and electric vehicles.
The report notes that as the use of alternative fuel and electric cars and
trucks continues to grow as a share of the U.S. fleet, state governments
are relying on a mixture of user fees and taxes to ensure these drivers are
contributing their fair share to highway and bridge construction, and
maintenance programs.

Spring Legislative

Wrap Up
The number of alternative fuel cars and light trucks is expected to grow
from 21.5 million vehicles in 2016 – accounting for 9 percent of the

administrative policies in line with the times to ensure fairness, simplify
compliance, and enhance revenue for our transportation infrastructure.

U.S. vehicle stock – to 29.3 million vehicles in 2021, or about 12 percent
of the entire fleet, according to data from the U.S. Energy Information
Administration. Alternative fuel vehicles include electric cars and trucks,
hybrids, and vehicles that run on propane, fuel cells, and natural gas.
The report acknowledges that a key challenge for state governments
is that these vehicles still cause wear and tear on roads and bridges,

As this committee is certainly aware, Act 89 increased revenue for
highway, transit, and intermodal projects, but it did not address the
entire $3.5-billion annual funding gap identified in 2010 by the
Transportation Advisory Commission. Additionally, the FAST Act
approved by Congress in 2015 simply treads water and does not
significantly increase federal transportation funding.

but are not paying as much in motor-fuel-related taxes because they
use significantly less gas and diesel fuel. Alternative fuel cars average
anywhere from 50 miles per gallon for an electric-gasoline hybrid to as
much as 132 miles per gallon for an electric vehicle. This compares with
an average of 26 miles per gallon for the entire stock of U.S. cars.
ARTBA’s report provides information on some of the strategies

Moreover, a growing amount of revenue is being redirected annually
from the Motor License Fund to the State Police budget. The diverted
amount has increased by an average of 6 percent per year since 2006.
It is $755 million in the current fiscal year, and it is proposed to be
$814 million in the next fiscal year. It’s nearly two-thirds of the entire
State Police budget.

that states are using to address the issue of alternative fuel vehicles.
Its main findings are as follows:
• 45 states levy a cents-per-gallon excise tax on the purchase of
		alternative fuels
• 10 states require electric vehicle owners to pay a fee
• 13 states provide the option for alternative fuel vehicle owners

To express those sums in terms that everyone can understand,
$755 million represents the equivalent of 12 cents per gallon in the
price of gasoline, and $814 million adds another penny, to 13 cents,
per gallon. That’s more than one-fifth of the approximately 55 cents
levied per gallon.

		 to pay a fee rather than an excise tax
• 6 states require alternative fuel dealers to obtain a special fuel
		 license or pay a fee
• 2 states apply only the state general sales and use-tax to
		alternative fuels
In Pennsylvania, alternative fuels currently include compressed natural
gas (CNG), liquefied natural gas (LNG), propane, electricity, hydrogen,
and other gasoline-alcohol blends. Since 1997, the Vehicle Code has
placed the point of taxation for alternative fuels at the "dealer-user" level.
The definition for "dealer-user" is "any person who delivers or places

At the rate at which the diverted amount is growing, it will surpass
$1 billion per year within the next five years, and more than $1.5 billion
within 12 years. Act 89 promised a “Decade of Investment” that would
bring the state’s transportation system up to acceptable standards. This
“Decade of Investment” is in jeopardy.
It is most important to note that HB 1057 does not impose a new tax,
but rather will help reform and streamline the collection of an existing
levy that was first created in 1997 by the General Assembly to ensure
fair and equitable taxation, and enforcement across all fuel types.

alternative fuels into the fuel supply tank or other device of a vehicle for
use on the public highways."
Over time, the statute has become increasingly less effective in
administering the taxes on these fuels. It can currently be interpreted
that anyone in this Commonwealth owning an alternative fuels
vehicle needs to be licensed and report tax, rather than simply pay
tax, to a registered distributor as provided in the revisions contained
in House Bill 1057.
The proposed bill would modernize outdated laws and simplify
compliance by adopting industry standards for collecting revenue
on alternative fuels and clarify the point of taxation by bringing it
in line with conventional fuels, such as gasoline and diesel. As the
use of alternative fuels grows, it is critical to bring our laws and

SALES-RENTAL-SERVICE-PARTS
www.paconstructors.org
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Spring Legislative

NOTICE
SPEED PHODTO
ENFORCE
Automated Speed
Enforcement
in Work Zones
Legislation
Advances in PA
General Assembly

Wrap Up
Year

Projects

2010

885

2011

737

This table (left) shows the number of
projects PennDOT has put out for bid
during the last six construction seasons.

In nearly every case, road construction
requires the closing of shoulders and/
2013
563
or one or more lanes. Many people
2014
826
refer to these narrower zones as “cattle
2015
607
chutes.” Narrowing the traffic flow
2016
528*
makes it more challenging to maneuver.
*To date
Drivers have less time to react and less
space to do so. That’s why PennDOT and the Turnpike Commission lower
speed limits in work zones. Drivers who are distracted, and vehicles that are
traveling faster than the reduced speed limit, present an elevated threat to
the safety of construction workers, as well as themselves.
2012

744

According to PennDOT, 24 people were killed in work zone crashes in
2014, eight more than in 2013. Additionally, there were 1,841 crashes
in work zones last year, a slight decrease from the 1,851 crashes in
2013. Over the five-year period, there were 10,586 work-zone crashes
and 128 fatalities in those crashes. While traffic fatalities and serious
injuries are dropping in Pennsylvania and nationally, we can do much,
much better in work zones.
Given the nature of APC and its membership, our focus has been on
construction workers. But this issue is not only about worker safety.
According to the Federal Highway Administration, 85 percent of the
victims of work zone fatalities are travelers – NOT construction workers.

The Senate Appropriations Committee advanced to the full Senate
Floor SB 840, signaling a major move in making this issue become
closer to law.

Some of the key components of Senate Bill 840 are as follows:
• Permit the use of speed-detection camera technology in
		 active work zones on interstate and freeways, including the
		Pennsylvania Turnpike system
• Require at least two warning signs in advance of the detection
		 zones alerting motorists that speed detection is active
• Violations will be issued to motorists driving at least 11 mph
		 over the posted speed limit
• Violations are administrative in nature (no points assessed to
		 driver’s record) and would be $100
• Program will be piloted for five years and would sunset unless
		 extended by the General Assembly

APC and its members have strongly supported the concept of
automated enforcement of speed limits in work zones, and have
endorsed the bill from its introduction. Any highway construction
worker who has been on the job for just a few hours has seen and felt
first-hand the potential danger that exists when road construction
takes place while traffic is maintained.

SB 840 still awaits action by the PA House of Representatives. APC will
remain focused on enacting a bill that, first and foremost, promotes safety for
both the worker and motorist. Additionally, automated speed enforcement
also would enable the Commonwealth to utilize its resources more
efficiently. APC believes that automated enforcement can achieve a positive
change in drivers’ behavior without a significant increase in manpower.

Because the vast majority of work involves existing infrastructure, the
vast majority of projects remain open to traffic, and the number of
projects has increased thanks to the passage of Act 89 of 2013.

If SB 840 is enacted, Pennsylvania’s work zones will be significantly
safer – for the driving public and construction workers alike.

The highway construction industry has been
anticipating legislative action on Senate Bill 840,
which would allow automated enforcement of speed
limits in work zones. Finally, in the hours leading up to
the General Assembly’s summer recess it happened.
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I.U.O.E.

LOCAL 66 CONTRACTORS DEVELOPERS
For over 100 years Local 66, in partnership with our employers, has been
committed to providing Qualified and Competent Operating Engineers. For
Local 66, meeting your short and long term employment needs is a priority.
The operating engineers lead the nation in pipeline training.
WHAT CAN LOCAL 66 DO FOR YOU?
The best trained, most capable work force. Professional tradesman and
tradeswomen have received the specialty training needed to meet the complex
challenges of your project.

TO BUILD A BETTER
FUTURE IN ENERGY
AND PIPELINE
CONSTRUCTION

Services you can count on. We’ll work with you to answer any questions or
solve any problems at your convenience.
Smart business know-how. You’ll benefit from our years of experience and a
proven track record we bring to the job.
Bottom-line dollar-for-dollar value. Value is bringing the highest professional
and performance standards to your job site- from the beginning of a project to its
completion. We at Local 66 are committed to being the premier value provider of
operating engineers in the region.

I.U.O.E. Local 66 Headquarters
111 Zeta Drive Pittsburgh, PA 15238
412-968-9120 www.iuoe66.org
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WE ARE the
CORNERSTONE
of the FOUNDATION
INDUSTRY.
Equipment Corporation of America (ECA) was founded in 1918 as a provider of
construction, industrial and material handling equipment. Today, ECA focuses primarily
on providing the latest technology available to service the Foundation Industry. Through
an exclusive partnership with Bauer Machine Group, ECA is the only partner company
in the world to offer authorized sales, rental and service solutions for Bauer equipment.
SE RV IC E S & T E C H NOL O GI E S
➭ New and Used Equipment Sales and Rentals
➭ Large Diameter Drill Rigs
➭ Earth Retention & Micropile Drills
➭ Fixed and Telescopic Mast Mobile Piling Rigs
➭ Pile Driving Equipment
- Diesel
- Hydraulic Impact
- Free Hanging Vibratory Hammers
- Excavator Mounted Vibratory Hammers
- Excavator Mounted Side Grip Vibratory
Hammers
- Soil Mixing and Slurry Wall Equipment

➭ Drilling Tools and Accessories
- Rock Augers
- Core Barrels
- Digging Buckets
➭ Overburden Drilling Systems
➭ Sectional Casing Systems
➭ Equipment Service and Rebuilding
➭ Welding and Fabricating
➭ Field Service Fleet
➭ Replacement Drill Teeth
➭ Parts and Accessories

Find out how we can build a foundation together.
1.800.PILE-USA -or- www.ecanet.com
EQUIPMENT CORPORATION OF AMERICA

B U I L D I N G F O U N DATI O N S S I N C E 1 91 8

➭ PITTSBURGH

➭ NY/NJ

➭ TORONTO

➭ WISCONSIN

➭ WASHINGTON, D.C.

➭ BOSTON

➭ PHILADELPHIA

➭ GREENSBORO

➭ JACKSONVILLE

412.264.4480
262.345.5715

610.626.2200

732.888.5477
301.599.1300

336.854.1220

800.760.0925

508.821.4450
904.284.1779

www.paconstructors.org
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Successful associations – those that
consistently provide real value to their
members over time – are guided by a culture of
collective leadership that appreciates this distinguishing characteristic.
Such a culture is sustained by leaders who know that they are responsible
for maintaining the organization's ability to deliver on
the things that matter.”
Nearly 80 years ago, a group of highway contractors came to an agreement
that, as a group, they would be more effective in developing a good,
working relationship with the soon
to be generated Pennsylvania
Turnpike Commission and
formed the Associated
Pennsylvania
Constructors.

The incorporators of the APC created a Mission Statement that has
remained to the present:
• Advocate for adequate funding for Pennsylvania’s transportation needs;
• Foster a positive partnership between governmental agencies and
officials and APC Members based on trust and integrity;
• Promote quality in the design and construction of transportation systems.
In the post-Act 89 world, I am working with APC’s
officers, executive committee, and Board of Directors
to review that mission and chart a course for the
association moving forward. We asked ourselves,
“What do we want the association to look like in
2019?” The planning effort will be spearheaded by
three subcommittees.

“What
do we wa
nt
the assoc
iation
to look lik
e
in 2019?”

Membership Subcommittee
This group will explore ways to be more effective with PennDOT districts
in order to serve members with individual and more district specific
concerns. Consider all APC services and determine those that continue
to be important and relevant while also suggesting those activities that
could possibly be discontinued. Suggest additional services as appropriate.
Review the TCI-PAC and its activities relative to the contracting industry
and make recommendations.

Leadership Development Subcommittee
This committee will seek how APC could successfully develop future
leaders for the industry and the association. Discuss the concept of
implementing the strategic plan to ensure continuity of goal achievement,
and making sure the association continues to stay on track as new
“administrations” come on board every two years. Suggest ways
to implement both staff and volunteer succession plans.

Finances Subcommittee
This committee will start with the question, “If
APC and its consolidated entities did not
exist, would we organize them in the same
fashion, or should there be a different
organizational, financial, and governance
structure for the APC, Educational
Trust Fund, PHIA, and Foundation
20
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and their staffing and function?” Once that question is answered,
the committee will consider the financing and makeup of APC’s
organization with internal staff versus outsourcing with consultants.
The discussions and recommendations from the subcommittees will be
the basis for the annual Summer Board Retreat. APC President Craig
Hoogstraten notes, “Over the years, the summer board meeting has
served as a planning session for APC. This year we will be a little more
structured as we discuss the future of the association.”

THE BEST
HIGH CAPACITY
FRICTION PILES

The process will look like and follow the approach, steps and
timeline below:
• Shared Vision: The development of a comprehensive vision of the
intended and desired organization at a selected point in the future.
The selected future point defines the Strategic Timeframe. (APC
Executive Committee – June/July 2016, with discussion and input
during July Board Retreat)
• Situation Analysis: A thorough evaluation of the present, both
within our organization and in the operating environment external
to our organization. (Planning Subcommittees June/July 2016 for
presentation to APC July Board Retreat)
• Major Objectives: The selection of a set of critical operational
initiatives, or goals, necessary to move the organization from
the present to the intended and desired future vision. (Executive
Committee October 2016 – presented to November Board Meeting
for approval)
• Action Plans: Development and implementation of detailed plans
in support of each Major Objective. (Executive Committee
January 2017 – with Board approval)
Tecker concludes that, “having ‘the will
to govern well’ means maintaining a
process for planning strategically that
is outcome-oriented, participative,
nimble, and continuous. That's
what keeps vision alive and well in
leadership's hands and in members'
perceptions – a value proposition that
translates into success over time on the big
stuff that matters.”

The
2016 plannin
g
effort will est
ablish
a game plan
for serving
the next gen
eration
of contracto
rs for
years to com
e.

APC has handled the “big stuff ” over the years from risk sharing
with PennDOT, passing Act 89 and previous funding bills, and
enhancing the industry’s image. The 2016 planning effort will
establish a game plan for serving the next generation of
contractors for years to come.

Tapertube®... Strength = Success!
Project-proven Tapertubes are a dramatic
leap forward in on-the-job pile performance.
Superior design and robust construction
means this remarkable product delivers
big advantages over conventional piles
or other tapered piles.
Tapertube piles are the only tapered piles
available with heavier wall thicknesses ranging
up to 0.500" produced from 50 ksi steel.
Directly driven, no mandrel or butt reinforcement
required. Cast steel conical driving points supplied.
Tapertube size and geometry can be configured
to most effectively meet capacity requirements
and soil conditions.

PO Box 688
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417-0688
tel: 201-337-5748
fax: 201-337-9022
www.pileline.com
www.paconstructors.org
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Whether a company is celebrating 10 years or 100 years in business, it is a special opportunity
to be recognized for professional expertise and best practices. APC is pleased to recognize our
members whose businesses have stood the test of time, and we tip our hats to their success.

“Whenever you see a successful business,
someone once made a courageous decision.”
– Peter F. Drucker

50 HAS NEVER LOOKED SO GOOD
As Pennoni celebrates 50 years
in business, the firm reaffirms its
commitment to provide personalized
service to clients and to determine the
solution that best suits their needs.
Established in 1966, Pennoni is a multidisciplinary firm that
employs more than 1,200 professional, technical, and administrative
personnel strategically located to best serve our clients around
the world. Pennoni provides services to local, state, and federal
governments and private, commercial, industrial, and construction
clients, as well as to other professional firms. Pennoni’s service
offerings include: Civil/Site, Construction Services, Environmental,
Geotechnical, Landscape Architecture & Planning, MEP,
Structural, Survey & Geospatial, Transportation, Water Resources,
and Water/Wastewater.
With an Employee Stock Ownership Program (ESOP) in place,
Pennoni dedicates itself daily to client service, to giving back to
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the community, and to nurturing the entrepreneurial spirit of our
employee-owners. The company has received numerous awards for
its work as well as its corporate culture, including national rankings
by the Zweig Group and Engineering News-Record. Pennoni is
ranked as the Number 3 Engineering Firm in the Philadelphia
Metropolitan Area by the Philadelphia Business Journal. At the
national level, the firm was named Engineering News Record’s
Mid-Atlantic 2014 Design Firm of the Year and was ranked 95th
on the Engineering News-Record’s 2015 list of Top 500 Design
Firms, and 68th on the list of the Top 100 ‘Pure’ Designers.
It is with great pride that we celebrate Pennoni’s 50th Anniversary.
This is a monumental corporate milestone that could have
only been achieved through quality workmanship, strong client
relationships, and a dedicated staff with unique skills. In the coming
years, Pennoni will continue to put its passion, talent, and value into
every project, every day to truly be “Partners for What’s Possible.”

CELEBRATING 40 YEARS
McMahon Associates Inc., a
transportation engineering and planning
firm, announced the launch of a yearlong celebration of the firm’s 40th
anniversary. Started on the kitchen table
at Joe & Peggy McMahon’s home in
North Hills, PA, on April 1, 1976, the
firm has grown to 13 offices in six states
along the East Coast with 150+ employees.

planning company. We could not have accomplished this without the
talents and dedication of our employees and our management team.”

“When we sat down that day in 1976, and decided to go for it, we
had no idea that 40 years later we would be celebrating this incredible
milestone,” said Joe McMahon, chairman of the board of McMahon
Associates. “We started with the idea of creating a place that was great to
work at. We have always focused on our people being our most valuable
asset, along with sticking to our mission of providing exceptional client
service. This has been the secret to our success and longevity.”

Originally focused on traffic engineering & transportation
planning, over four decades McMahon has expanded service
offerings to include signals/ITS, roadway design, transit planning,
major highway and bridge design, surveying, pedestrian and
roundabout design, multi-modal transportation planning and grant
writing, and GIS & application development.

“This year is certainly a special one for everyone at McMahon,”
said Joseph DeSantis, president of McMahon Associates. “I’ve been
with the firm for nearly 30 years and I’m proud of our adaptability
and tenacity in this always changing industry. When McMahon
was originally founded, we focused on traffic services for the private
sector, but over these past decades our services and geographic areas
have grown exponentially into multiple markets and the public
sector, which is now the majority of our projects.

In 40 years, McMahon has had the privilege of serving more than
4,000 clients in the private- and government/agency-sectors on
nearly 20,000 projects, ranging from studies through full-design
and multi-stage construction projects. It is a great testament to the
firm’s capabilities and service levels that nearly 90 percent of new
projects are repeat engagements from current clients.

McMahon’s achievements in the last 40 years have created the
strongest foundation for growth. By sticking to its core values of
unmatched service to clients, a dedication to providing an enjoyable
and exciting environment for employees, and embracing innovation
in new technology, McMahon is positioned for continued success
and a bright, long future.
For more news this year about McMahon’s 40th Anniversary
(#McMahon40) follow the company on Twitter, Linked-In,
Facebook, You Tube and Instagram.

We have truly morphed, through careful decision-making and
strategic planning, into a full-service transportation engineering and

UPSIDE SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR SURETY NEEDS
Does your surety:
Give you the capacity to bid the size and scope of jobs you want?
Provide highly competitive rates to help you win jobs?

Make you comfortable with the indemnity obligations you have in place?

If you can’t answer “yes” — it’s time for a new surety partner.

Contact Heather Hall,
Director of Surety, to
see how easy it is to
access Gunn Mowery’s
upside solutions.

hhall@gunnmowery.com | 761-4600 x3050

WWW.GUNNMOWERY.COM
LEMOYNE | LANCASTER| DILLSBURG | STATE COLLEGE

www.paconstructors.org
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COMMEMORATING TWO DECADES OF SERVICE
Twenty years ago, the engineering industry was
surging ahead at full throttle when Navarro &
Wright Consulting Engineers Inc. (N&W)
began as a four-man startup with the intent
of servicing this thriving industry. This year,
N&W, a company of 98 employees and five
offices, is celebrating its 20th anniversary
providing civil engineering services to privateand public-sector clients throughout the Mid-Atlantic region.
"What started out on a shoe-string budget in 1996 in the basement
of our home, has steadily grown into a business far exceeding
anyone's expectation," said Paul Navarro, P.E., N&W's president &
CEO. In the early years, the firm concentrated its efforts primarily
in the municipal and land development arenas, which remain viable
markets today. The firm obtained its Minority Business Enterprise
(MBE) certification within its first two years to provide surveying
and mapping services to transportation consultants. Today, N&W
operates as a prime and sub-consultant, and has grown organically
and through several strategic acquisitions/partnerships such as
George Jones Surveying, Foust Geological Services and Kairos
Design Group.

Private-sector work for the firm peaked in 2011 at the height of
Pennsylvania's Marcellus Shale boom. N&W remains active in this
market providing construction support to clients constructing well
pads and compressor stations. However, due to the downturn in the
energy sector, this work now comprises a smaller portion of N&W's
business. “We decided early on in our existence that, in order to
survive downturns, we would diversify our service offerings and our
market sectors to be able to weather slow periods,” Navarro said.
In response to feedback from its clients, N&W adopted a strategy
to be a go-to firm that could provide a number of different services
that its clients wanted and needed. This strategy worked well,
and today, N&W has become a "one-stop shop" for surveying,
geotechnical and environmental studies, cultural resources, air and
noise, construction inspection, traffic, materials testing laboratories,
landscape architecture, and other civil engineering services.
"This anniversary is about thanking and honoring our clients who
have put their trust in us and our employees who work hard every
day to ensure our success. We will continue to grow and expand our
services and we look forward to new opportunities over the next 20
years," Navarro added.

Is your company celebrating a milestone anniversary? Let us know – we’d be happy to help you mark the occasion and share your news with
our HB readers. Contact us at csells@paconstructors.org.

A FAMILY COMPANY SINCE 1969
800.626.7835

SWEEPERLAND.COM

SWEEPERRENTALS

Copyright© 2016 Bortek Industries, Inc.

Increase your
milling and paving
efficiency, productivity,
and profitability with
Bortek street sweepers!
Reserve yours today!
Call and ask for Joe Jr.!

FIRST IN POWER CLEANING EQUIPMENT
Copyright© 2016 Bortek Industries, Inc.
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Geotechnically Engineered Embankment Solutions Used in I-95 Section BRI Reconstruction

STV is responsible for preliminary
engineering, environmental studies,
final design, construction bid documents,
and construction services for the project
to improve traffic movement along the
I-95 corridor and improve access to local
streets. The project encompasses 19
new, replacement, or rehabilitated bridge
structures; the removal of five bridge

structures, five retaining walls, a
combination city sewer relocation, and
structure-supported sound walls along
the eastern side of I-95.
Historic problems with poor soils in the
interchange have resulted in existing large
low-level viaduct structures supporting I-95.
As part of the project, the firm developed
two innovative geotechnically engineered
embankment construction solutions –

column-supported and compensating
fill (light-weight foam concrete) – that
could eliminate more than 350,000 sf of
structurally deficient bridge deck and save
PennDOT as much as $80 million. The two
solutions are being tested and evaluated
on section BR0, which is under
construction. The technology determined
to be the better solution will be applied
to replace the low structurally deficient
bridges on the I-95 mainline.

© Intervision New Media / Roger Swingle

PennDOT’s multi-billion dollar, multiphase,
long-term reconstruction of Interstate 95
(SR 0095) is expected to ease congestion
and increase convenience and connectivity
for commuters, commerce, and residents.
A major component of this program is
the comprehensive reconfiguration,
rehabilitation, and reconstruction of the
$880 million, three-level Betsy Ross
Interchange (BRI) in Philadelphia. The BRI
project will widen I-95 to carry four lanes
in each direction and includes the
reconstruction, rehabilitation and addition
of ramps within the interchange. These
improvements will improve safety, capacity,
and connectivity to and from I-95 and the
Betsy Ross Bridge and the city street gird.

TRANSPORTATION &
INFRASTRUCTURE
BUILDINGS &
FACILITIES
CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT
ENERGY
SERVICES

Enduring. Driven. Visionary.
STV provides value- and quality-driven bridge and roadway designs
throughout Pennsylvania and the nation. Whether your project is design-build
or traditional delivery, we are committed to successful infrastructure design.
We are 100 percent employee-owned and, with a stake in the business,
we focus on what matters most: personal attention, quality, and innovative
thinking. Our steady growth is proof-positive that we do it right, one
successful project after another; above: PennDOT District 6-0 I-95 Section
BRI Reconstruction Betsy Ross Interchange.

Offices in Philadelphia,
Douglassville, Harrisburg,
Pittsburgh, and Williamsport
Contact: Leonard Smith, Jr., PE
(717) 545-2103
Leonard.Smith@stvinc.com
An employee-owned firm
www.stvinc.com

www.paconstructors.org
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Transportation Construction Executives Enlist
in Industry Leader Development Program

Thirty-two emerging leaders in the transportation
design and construction industry participated in an
intensive “boot camp” introduction to the federal
legislative and regulatory processes, then descended
on Capitol Hill to press their members of Congress to
find a permanent revenue fix for the Highway Trust
Fund (HTF) and to fully fund the FAST Act for FY 2017.
They were in the Nation’s Capital, May 9-11, as part of the American
Road & Transportation Builders Association Transportation
Development Foundation’s (ARTBA-TDF) “Industry Leader
Development Program” (ILDP), which was held in conjunction
with the association’s Federal Issues Program and the Transportation
Construction Coalition Fly-In.
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There have been nearly 650 graduates from more than 200 industry
firms in the program since it began in 1995 as the Young Executive
Development Program. ILDP fellows this year represented 21 states
and the District of Columbia.
The ILDP program provides rising leaders in the transportation
construction and development sector with a solid understanding of
industry economics; how transportation work in the U.S. is funded and
financed; how actions by the federal government impact the industry;
and how they – and their company or agency – can become politically
engaged to help shape transportation policy.
The annual gathering provided participants the opportunity to meet
face-to-face with members of Congress and their staffs about pending
federal transportation policy, including the pending aviation bill, the
FAST Act, and the importance of a permanent HTF solution as part
of tax reform or some other budget legislation.

APC-member companies were well represented in the 2016 ILDP graduating class:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jason Brame, transportation technology and cadd coordinator, Larson Design Group, Lititz, Pa.
Ian Chaney, supervising engineer, WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, Virginia Beach, Va.
Justin Englert, project engineer, Parsons Corporation, Chicago, Ill.
Michael Estes, Mid-Atlantic transportation program manager, HDR, Glen Allen, Va.
Brian Fairwood, principal/regional sales leader, TransSystems Corp., Schaumburg, Ill.
Adam Gardner, senior associate/Md. CEI practice leader, KCI Technologies, Sparks, Md.
Diana Herriman, project engineer, AECOM, Arlington, Va.
Marc Hustad, vice president, HNTB Corp., Lake Mary, Fla.
Craig Klusman, structural engineering manager, AECOM, Louisville, Ky.
William Laird, senior project manager, HDR Inc., Plymouth Meeting, Pa.
James Minor, milling division president, Swank Construction Co., New Kensington, Pa.
Jacqueline Peduzzi, project manager/operations manager, WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, Chicago, Ill.
Katherine Poole, construction project engineer, RK&K, Washington, D.C.
Josh Revell, project manager, AECOM, Jackson, Miss.
Matthew Valle, vice president of development, Oldcastle Materials, Newington, Conn.

For more than 30 years the ARTBA Foundation, a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt entity, has been supporting an array of initiatives to “promote research, education,
and public awareness.” The Foundation’s efforts include educational scholarships, awards, executive education seminars, roadway work zone safety
and training programs, special economic reports, and an exhibit on transportation at the Smithsonian National Museum of American History.

Since 1933

1.800.222.8798

Real People. Real History. Real Service.
■
■
■
■
■
■

Excavators, Wheel Loaders, Trucks, and Rollers
Cranes & Crushers
Erosion & Sediment Control Products
Sales & Rentals
Parts & Service
Kobelco, Sakai, IHI, Bell, Roadtec, Hyundai

WWW.HIGHWAY-EQUIPMENT.COM
ZELIENOPLE | DUBOIS | MCKEAN | PITTSBURGH | CANTON | ROANOKE | CHARLOTTE

www.paconstructors.org
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Local Authority PennDOT
Let Contracts
by James W. Kutz, Esquire, McNees, Wallace & Nurick LLC

As most contractors
bidding highway
construction
projects are aware, in
addition to bidding
and administering
its own contracts,
PennDOT also often
James W. Kutz, Esquire bids and administers
projects involving state and/or federal
funding for local government entities
through PennDOT’s Electronic Contract
Management System (ECMS). In such
instances, the “Proposal” documents
advertised on PennDOT’s ECMS website
will typically include a Special Provision
headed “Local Authority Contract –
Department Let.” These Special Provisions
usually contain the following key
requirements:
1. The Commonwealth will open bids and
award contracts in the name of the local
municipality
2. The contract will actually be executed by
the municipality
3. The municipality is to be added as a
named insured on the contractor’s
insurance certificate
4. All payments will be made to the
contractor by the municipality
5. While the Form 408 Specifications apply,
at any time the term “PennDOT” is used
the name of the appropriate local
municipality should be substituted,
unless superseded by law
6. Prequalification will be handled by
PennDOT under Section 102.01 of
the Form 408 Specifications
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In addition to completely handling the bid
and award process for local governments on
such projects, PennDOT also has considerable
input during the construction phase, as
described below.
On one hand, the concept of any entity allowing
another entity complete control over such
important parts of the construction contracting
processes as prequalifying contractors and
making all decisions related to bid and award
makes little sense. Indeed, it is hard to
imagine a comparable scenario in the context
of a private-sector construction contract.
However, for the most part, the system serves
both PennDOT and the municipalities well.
PennDOT, as a large Commonwealth agency,
has significantly more resources than any
local government authority, and thus is better
situated to handle the bid and award of highway
construction contracts. Indeed, PennDOT
has developed a several hundred-page internal
publication (publication 740 – Local Project
Delivery Manual) that provides considerable
guidance to any municipality considering the
design and construction of a highway project
that includes state and/or federal funding.
Additionally, having a single entity such as
PennDOT handle the bid process on such
projects also helps ensure a certain level of
uniformity in the bid and award process, making
it more predictable than a process administered
by hundreds of entities.
Applicability of Procurement Code
While Local Authority/PennDOT Let contracts
may appear on ECMS to be virtually identical to
a standard PennDOT project, there are several

important differences in the “rules” that govern
Local Projects of which contractors should be
aware. Most of the key differences are directly
related to how PennDOT and local government
entities are treated under the Commonwealth
Procurement Code. The Procurement Code is
divided into two parts: Part 1, which includes
chapters 1-23, and Part 2, which includes chapters
31-46. Part 1 of the Code applies exclusively to
Commonwealth Agencies, while Part 2 of the
Code applies to virtually all public agencies in
Pennsylvania, including both Commonwealth
agencies and all political subdivisions. Thus,
several significant portions of the Procurement
Code (such as Chapter 5, methods of bidding;
Chapter 9, relating to payment and performance
bonds and the selection of design consultants;
and Chapter 17, relating to bid protests and the
jurisdiction of the Board of Claims) do not apply
to most municipal government contracts. For
example, when evaluating the types of projects
that a specific municipality must competitively
bid, and whether that municipality must utilize
a specific procurement method, Chapter 5 of the
Procurement Code would not govern these issues,
but rather those issues would be governed by
other statutes, such as the First Class Township
Code, the Borough Code, the Municipality
Authorities Act, etc. Thus, regardless of the fact
that PennDOT often assumes control over a
bid-and-award process for local projects involving
state and/or federal funding, a different set of the
rules applies to Local Authority/PennDOT Let
Contracts than apply to the standard PennDOT
Contracts.
Three key issues which highlight the differences
between a Local Authority/PennDOT Let

E: SHERMAN VALLEY RUN BRIDGE

erated Bridge Construction Project

y Run Bridge, located in Bedford County on State Route 1020, in July 2012 as
DS Group of Altoona designed the bridge under the direction of the District 9-0
New Enterprise Stone and Lime Co., Inc. detailed, fabricated and delivered the
the project.
Contract and a standard PennDOT Contract
are set forth below.

unless the Head of the Agency determines that
the protest is clearly without merit, or that the
award of the contract is necessary to protect
the state’s best interest.

Bid Protests
Under Chapter 17 of the Commonwealth
Procurement Code, when a typical PennDOT
However, no such administrative bid-protest
contract is let, a bidder has the right to submit
process currently exists for local government
a bid protest to the Head of the Purchasing
contracts. Rather, if there is an irregularity
Agency within seven days of the date it
in the bid process that cannot be resolved
knew or should have known of the grounds
amicably, a contractor’s only remedy is to seek
for the protest. Following submission of a
an injunction in a local Court of Common
bid protest, Chapter 17 of the Procurement
Pleas through the use of a taxpayer suit.
Code also establishes procedures for resolving
Typically, the taxpayer that brings the suit is
the protest, including
requiring
that the
required to be a taxpayer of the municipality
FINISHED
STRUCTURE
Contracting Officer respond to the protest,
in question. The taxpayer is then required to
scour cut off walls and moment approach slabs. The bridge was successfully
and
providing
an
opportunity
for
the
bidder
to
prove the
all of
the elements necessary to obtain
OT schedule starting at detour implementation. Newcrete utilized
building
ble Company,
to
model
the
bridge
in
3D
and
create
the
framing
plan
and
reply and possibly attend a hearing. The Head
a preliminaryshop
injunction to stop the award of
mbined several of the substructure units reducing the total number of precast
of the Purchasing Agency then must issue a
the contract to another bidder, which carries a
ments were “match casted” and partially assembled at the plant to ensure all the
decision on the protest, which is subsequently
fairly high burden of proof. The taxpayer suit
appealable
to Commonwealth
Court.
In the
cumbersome and expensive, and
letely achieved,
and New
Enterprise Stone
& Lime
Co., Inc. process
extendsisa both
sincere
the Procurement
is in effect
is made more complicated by the fact that it
uted to theinterim,
success aofstay
thisofunique
project.

may have been the actions of PennDOT, and
not the municipality, that ultimately resulted in
the protest in the first instance. Notably, under
Chapter 4 of PennDOT’s Publication 740,
PennDOT specifically states that: “Any action
by parties protesting the advertising, award, or
execution of a contract for a local project are
the responsibility of the local project sponsor
and not PennDOT.” Thus, even though it may
have rendered a decision resulting in a protest,
PennDOT has placed the responsibility for
defending these decisions on the municipality.
Claims Process
Inasmuch as Part 1 of the Procurement Code
does not apply to municipalities, in the event
a claim arises on a project that results in
litigation, by law, that claim ultimately must
be handled much differently than a claim
directly against PennDOT. Among other
things, the Board of Claims, which only hears
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contract claims against the Commonwealth,
does not have jurisdiction over contract claims
against a municipality. Rather, such suits must
be brought in the applicable County Court
of Common Pleas. Additionally, the harsh
six-month statute of limitations for claims
against Commonwealth Agencies contained
in Chapter 17 of the Procurement Code is
not applicable to local government contracts.
Rather, typically a four-year statute of
limitations will govern a contractor’s breach of
contract claim against a municipality.
In addition to the differences in the formal
litigation process, there are also differences in
the informal claims process as well. Chapter
7 of PennDOT’s Publication 740, provides
guidance to municipalities as to possible ways
to administratively handle claims of contractors.
This section provides that, after giving notice to
the District Executive of the claim, the District
is to “provide guidance and assistance to the
Local Project Sponsor” in responding to the
action. Thus, PennDOT clearly has indicated
an intention to stay involved in the process.
Publication 740 also indicates that the District
is to “recommend” that the Local Project
Sponsor “adopt” the Claim Review process
set forth in section 105.01 of the Form 408
Specifications to resolve the contractor’s claim.
Obviously, PennDOT cannot mandate that this
occur, but it is not uncommon for municipalities
to utilize this process. However, Publication 740
provides that if the claim cannot be amicably
settled or negotiated and the contractor pursues
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legal recourse, the Local Project Sponsor
is to take sole responsibility for any formal
proceedings that transpire.
Prompt Pay Requirements
One final significant difference between typical
PennDOT contracts and Local Authority/
PennDOT Let contracts is that local
government contracts are subject to the Prompt
Pay requirements of the Commonwealth
Procurement Code. Chapter 39 of the
Commonwealth Procurement Code sets forth
numerous provisions with respect to the award,
execution, and administration of Contracts for
Public Works. However, based on the definition
of the term “contract” in Chapter 39, those
contracts that are governed by Chapter 39 of the
Code are essentially all public contracts except
“Department of Transportation contracts.” This
is significant because Chapter 39 subsequently
sets forth prompt pay requirements for
all other public contracts in Pennsylvania.
Such requirements include, for example, a
requirement that contractors be paid within
45 calendar days of the date of application for
payment is submitted, unless the public agency
has a good faith claim that serves as the basis for
withholding payment. The failure to timely pay
contractors subjects the public entity not only
to paying interest on late payments, but also
exposes the public entity to potential liability
for penalty interest of 1 percent per month and
liability for attorneys’ fees for amounts held in
bad faith as well. While PennDOT is likely
not subject to the Prompt Pay requirements
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of Chapter 39, local government agencies
clearly are subject to such requirements. Thus,
any local government agency that simply fails
to pay contractors on a timely basis on Local
Authority/PennDOT Let Contracts does so
at its peril, and subjects itself to the remedies
afforded contractors by Chapter 39 of the
Procurement Code.
Practical Issues Which Arise During
Contract Administration
In addition to the numerous legal differences
between a standard PennDOT contract and
a Local Authority/PennDOT Let Contract,
there are also several other practical issues that
arise during construction with respect to how
Local Authority/PennDOT Let Contracts
are administered. One of the main sources of
frustration for contractors on Local Authority/
PennDOT projects is the difficulty in
getting prompt responses as issues arise. One
contributing factor to this issue is that such
projects invariably involve multiple decision
makers. Every Local Authority/PennDOT
Let Contract is subject to a “Reimbursement
Agreement” that establishes conditions for
reimbursement of any costs incurred by the
municipality, and which must be executed
prior to commencing any phase of the project.
Chapter 7.2 of Publication 740 addresses
contract administration issues. Under this
Chapter, the Local Authority is obligated to
perform its own inspection of the contractor’s
continued on page 32

Value Engineering with The Neel Company Eliminated
I-95 Girard Ave. Deep Foundation Improvements
Part of the massive 350 million dollar I-95 PennDOT improvement
project, GR-2 was engineered using T-WALL® as the as-designed
system. Original plans called for costly jet-grouted foundation
improvements to mitigate settlement. Contaminated soils of an
undefined extent meant hazardous material removal would
add additional cost and risk.
To solve the issue, engineers at The Neel Company (designer/
supplier of the T-WALL Retaining Wall System) worked directly with
James J. Anderson Construction, Inc. to create an innovative solution.
A proprietary combination of lightweight foamed concrete and
select backfill reduced the bearing pressure and eliminated the
need for ground improvement – thereby removing the
added cost of dealing with the contaminated soils. The
stand-alone T-WALL units were easy to install and backfill
with foamed concrete, thereby creating further cost savings

“We constructed T-WALL exclusively in lieu of MSE

through rapid installation.

retaining walls. Over 100,000 ft2 of T-WALL units
supporting I-95 were constructed. Installations
met or exceeded our estimated daily productions
with an average placement of 1,300 ft2 per day on
our I-95 projects...
...The Neel Company’s knowledge of their
product, expertise, on-time product delivery,
and engineering assistance was invaluable to
successful construction...”
- Robert Crawford
James J. Anderson Construction, Inc.

T-WALL provided a value engineered solution that eliminated deep
foundation improvements for over 1600 LF of retaining walls.
Contact us to discuss an innovative T-WALL solution
for your project needs.

703 913 7858 www.neelco.com

I-95 Girard Ave. Interchange Reconstruction Project
Philadelphia, PA

www.paconstructors.org
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work, either through its own forces or through
a consultant. Chapter 7.2 also contemplates
that PennDOT’s staff will make regular visits
of the project to provide guidance and note
deficiencies. While Section 7.2 specifically
provides that the PennDOT officials do not
assume the responsibility or authority of the
Local Government Agency, as a practical
matter, the Local Agency will give PennDOT’s
opinion considerable deference.
The uncertainty of who is actually “in charge”
for the Owner on the Local Authority Projects
can lead to problems. For example, issues on
Local Authority/PennDOT Let Contracts
often arise if there is a split of opinion between
the municipal officials and the PennDOT
official administering the contract with respect
to time extensions, work orders, and claims.
Chapter 7.2(f ) of Publication 740 provides that

a request for a time extension is to be processed
by both the Local Authority and PennDOT
officials. It is unclear what occurs if there is a
split of opinion as to whether a contractor is
entitled to an extension of time. The same is
true of the work-order process. Thus, while
having PennDOT take control over the
bid and award process for Local Authority/
PennDOT Let Contracts often helps the bid
and award process go smoothly, there are many
instances in which having multiple decision
makers during the construction phase of a
project can have an adverse effect on effective
project administration.
Finally, perhaps the biggest complaint that
contractors have with respect to Local
Authority/PennDOT Let Contracts is that
payments are often untimely. This not only
hurts contractors, but subcontractors and

suppliers as well. Chapter 7.2(e) of Publication
740 requires the Local Project Sponsor to
complete processing of the payment estimates
within seven days of the date for each
established estimate, and further notes that the
Department is to complete its processing of
the payment estimates in a timely manner, and
that the best practice objective is to provide
reimbursement to the Local Project Sponsor
within 45 days of the receipt of an approved
payment estimate. Those internal guidelines
notwithstanding, it is not unusual for payments
on such projects to lag behind for many
months. In such instances, contractors can avail
themselves of the remedies under the Prompt
Payment provisions of the Procurement Code
to obtain payment, and municipalities should
be aware that lengthy payment delays can
subject them to significant liability.

Trumbull
Lindy Paving
Gulisek
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225 North Shore Drive,
Pittsburgh, PA 15212
412.807.2000
www.trumbullcorp.com

Submit news about your company
to Cynthia K. Sells via email
at csells@paconstructors.org

PACE Resources Names New Board Chairman

Lehman Engineers Welcomes Parikh to Firm
P. Joseph Lehman Inc., Consulting
Engineers is pleased to announce that
Harivadan Parikh, P.E., has joined the firm
as the Eastern Regional director, responsible
for all operations out of the new office at
800 North Third St., Harrisburg. Parikh
brings 47 years of specialized experience and
project management with highway bridges
to the firm.
Harivadan Parikh

As the district bridge engineer for the Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation (PennDOT), engineering District 8-0, Parikh was
responsible for the management of inspection and maintenance
programs for approximately 3,400 state bridges within Franklin,
Adams, York, Lancaster, Cumberland, Perry, Dauphin, and Lebanon
counties. Charged with ensuring the safety of the traveling public,
Parikh was responsible for selecting particular bridges for preservation,
rehabilitation, and replacement. This included providing sound and
innovative solutions in emergency situations involving bridge structures.
Management of all bridge-related design activities performed by
consultants and resolution of all bridge-related technical and nontechnical inquiries from contractors, engineers, general public,
legislators, and news media were also his responsibility.
Parikh is well-known across Pennsylvania for his involvement in highprofile bridge projects and his technical knowledge of bridges, including
unique and specialized structures.
He brings additional depth and technical skills to the ever-growing
team of bridge professionals at Lehman Engineers. He earned his
Bachelor of Science degree in engineering from Gujarat University,
Ahmedabad, India, and his Master of Science degree in engineering
from Worcester University, Worcester, Mass.

Silvia Dugan

PACE Resources Inc. announced
Silvia Dugan has been elected as chairman
of the board of directors. Dugan succeeds
her father and former chairman of the board,
Russell E. Horn Jr., who passed away on Jan.
18, 2016. Dugan’s grandfather, Russell E.
Horn Sr., founded PACE Resources in 1970
as a holding company for its subsidiaries,
including Buchart Horn Inc., which was
founded in 1946.

Silvia Dugan has been president/CEO of Print-O-Stat Inc., PACE’s
subsidiary company, since 2003. She began her Print-O-Stat career in
the Sales Division in the Philadelphia region 38 years ago. Since her
start, Dugan has held multiple positions of responsibility within the
organization, including sales, operations, and management, giving her
a strong foundation for her current role.
“My father and grandfather dedicated their careers to building this
corporation,” Dugan said. “I think it’s important to maintain their
legacy and continue to show PACE the commitment our family has
to the organization.”
Dugan serves on the board of Print-O-Stat and Buchart Horn. She
is past president of the Eastern Regional Reprographic Association
and past president of the Firepower Group, both printing industry
organizations.
Dugan has served as a member of and instructor for the South Central
Pennsylvania York Area Regional Council for Junior Achievement.
She was a member of the York College Students in Free Enterprise
Team Business Advisory Board and volunteered her time as a mentor
to various student business model projects. She served on the board of
directors of the York Suburban Education Foundation. In addition, she
has been very active with the United Way having served as campaign
chair, cabinet member, and on the Executive Board. Dugan was also the
2015 campaign chair for the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society’s local
2015 Light the Night Walk.
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Award-Winning Hulton Bridge Replacement Project
The Hulton Bridge
Replacement Project
has been awarded the
2015 Civil Engineering
Achievement Award
and the Eugene C. Figg
Jr. Medal for signature
bridges. Gannett
Fleming served as the
prime consultant on the
replacement bridge.
The Hulton Bridge
is a vital connection
between the communities
of Oakmont Borough
and Harmar Township
across the Allegheny River. It provides efficient access to the regional
transportation connections, as well as the PA Turnpike. However, the
condition and functionality of the existing Hulton Bridge, built in 1908,
did not meet the traffic demands of the growing communities, was
structurally deficient, and continued to deteriorate at a costly rate.
Located in PennDOT District 11-0, the new Hulton Bridge, a
1,633-foot-long, multi-span, steel, haunched-girder structure,
represents a close collaboration between the owner and community,
resulting in a structure that is both elegant and efficient. The new
structure improves safety, traffic level-of-service, and functionality.
The bridge aesthetics are unique, resulting in a structure that will
become both a gathering point and an icon to the community.
The design and construction timing for this high-profile project was
critical, as Oakmont Country Club hosted the United States Golf
Association U.S. Open tournament in June 2016. When Oakmont
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hosted the tournament in 2007, more than 250,000 spectators, as well
as golfers, staff, and media members, flocked to the community for
six days. The original two-lane Hulton Bridge contributed to heavy
congestion and traffic problems throughout the week. In anticipation
of the 2016 tournament, the final design was accelerated for a 2013
completion, allowing two-and-a-half years for construction to finish
before the U.S. Open.
The Civil Engineering Achievement Award is presented to a civil
engineering project that contributes to the well-being of people and
community, utilizes resourcefulness in planning and solutions of design
problems, pioneers the use of materials and methods, uses innovations
in construction, takes impact on the environment into consideration,
and has unusual aspects and aesthetic values.
The Figg Medal recognizes a single, recent, outstanding achievement
in bridge engineering for a structure that is considered an icon to its
community.

Erdman Anthony Elects Board Members
At its recent annual meeting, the shareholders
of Erdman Anthony elected the following
directors to the Erdman Anthony Holding
Company Board for the 2016-2017 term:
Stephen Easton, CPA; Curt Helman, P.E.;
James Noth, P.E.; Paul Presutti, P.E.; and
Bruce Wallmann, P.E.
They join the following current board
members, who will be completing the
remainder of their two-year term in 2017:
Noel Caron, P.E.; Robert Leonard, P.E.; Andrew Taylor, P.E., CFPS;
and Vince Weiser, P.E. Bret Weiss, P.E., and Patrick Burke will
continue to serve as board advisors.
President/CEO
Curt Helman, P.E.

Wagman ‘Goes Orange’ in Support of National Work
Zone Safety

ECA’s Govey Named Vice President, Accounting
Equipment Corporation of America
(ECA), a leading distributor of foundation
construction equipment, has promoted
Jamie Govey to Vice President, Accounting.

Jamie Govey

Wagman demonstrated its support for the 17th Annual National
Work Zone Awareness Week, April 11-15, 2016. Wagman employees
were encouraged to “go orange” for the day on Wednesday, April 13,
to help raise awareness and bring national attention to motorist and
work zone safety. Jobsite personnel were encouraged to participate
and send photos of daily safety activities, which include “Stretch &
Flex” and “Safety Huddles,” where they discuss potential work zone
safety hazards before they start their day. Orange safety cones and
electronic message boards with rotating safety messages were set
up outside of Wagman’s headquarters for the week. Wagman also
distributed 500 orange safety ribbon stickers for hard hats in advance
of National Work Zone Awareness Week and coordinated a social
media campaign in an effort to further increase awareness with the
general public.
Mike Glezer, CEO, said, “April is Distracted Driver Awareness
Month, and distracted driving is a threat to the public as well as
people working in the work zones. According to the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration, 3,154 people were killed and 424,000
more were injured in motor vehicle accidents involving distracted
drivers in 2013. Six-hundred sixty-nine work zone traffic-related
fatalities occurred in 2014, according to Fatality Analysis Reporting
System. Keeping our people safe is a priority every day. Wagman is
proud to support the industry efforts to raise awareness for National
Work Zone Awareness Week.”
The 2016 National Work Zone Awareness Week theme was
“Don’t Be THAT Driver. Work on Safety. Get Home Safely. Every
Day.” Each year since its start, the Federal Highway Administration
has worked with other organizations, including the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials and the
American Traffic Safety Services Association, to organize the event on
a national level.

Govey, a long-time employee, started her
career with ECA in 1998 as accounting
manager, reporting directly to then-owner
Al Kern. As the firm’s first dedicated
financial person, she conducted the financial
reporting for all company branches.

Govey’s responsibilities continued to grow along with ECA. She was
promoted to company controller in 2008 and began reporting to President
A. Roy Kern Jr. Among Govey’s key contributions was the implementation
and employee training for a new financial software system.
Govey earned a Bachelor of Science in Accounting from West Virginia
Northern College. She spends her free time with her husband and
extended family, and enjoys being at her camp near the lake or in the
saddle of a Harley Davidson motorcycle.

ARTBA Foundation Announces Financial Assistance to
Children of Fallen Highway Workers
Eleven children of highway
workers who were killed on the
job will receive college financial
assistance for the 2016-17 school
year from the American Road & Transportation Builders Association
Transportation Development Foundation’s (ARTBA-TDF) “Lanford
Family Highway Worker Memorial Scholarship” fund.
The scholarship program was established in 1999, with a gift from two,
Roanoke, Va., highway contractors and their companies – Stan Lanford
(1999 ARTBA chairman) of Lanford Brothers, and Jack Lanford (1991
ARTBA chairman) with Adams Construction Co. Approximately
100 highway workers are killed annually in roadway construction and
maintenance accidents, and thousands more are seriously injured.
Over the past 16 years, more than 120 scholarships have been given to
children of these workers from 25 states across the country to pursue
college and technical training.
The ARTBA-TDF is interested in receiving contact leads on
students who could benefit from the scholarship program. Please
share them with ARTBA’s Eileen Houlihan at ehoulihan@artba.org,
or (202) 289.4434.
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Wagman Celebrates Employee’s 50th Year of Service
Wagman, a
fourth-generation
family business
has celebrated
many milestones,
and recently
celebrated an
employee milestone.
Dwight Burk,
Wagman Chairman Rich Wagman (left) presents
who has worked
the 50-year Service Award to Dwight Burk.
in field operations
for Wagman Heavy Civil spanning three generations of Wagman
leadership, celebrated 50 years of service with the company.
Burk is Wagman’s fourth employee to reach the 50-year milestone and
the second one who continues to work beyond their 50 year anniversary.
Rich Wagman, chairman, who celebrated 45 years at Wagman in 2015,
presented Burk with a service award on April 13. “It is the commitment,
dedication, and hard work from people like Dwight who truly make
Wagman successful,” Rich Wagman said. “Our people are our greatest
asset, and there is no greater compliment than when employees
celebrate milestone anniversaries and eventually finish their career at
Wagman. It’s an honor for me to present another 50 year service award.”
When congratulated on his accomplishment, Burk shared, “It is I who
is honored and privileged to be employed by Wagman Heavy Civil and
to have spent most of my years with Piling in the Geotechnical Group.
I thank the Wagman family for the opportunities I was given to grow
and improve my life.” In his current role as foundations superintendent,
Burk is responsible for Wagman’s Piling and Geotechnical field
operations in Virginia. He has no immediate plans to retire.

Terra-Mechanics Opens Limerick Office
Terra-Mechanics Inc. (TMI) is pleased to announce
the opening of an office in Limerick Township.
Dave O’Brien has been hired to manage the firm’s
newest location.
The Eastern Pennsylvania office is TMI’s second location. The main
office is still serving clients in the Pittsburgh area.
In addition to managing the daily operations, O’Brien will work to
grow Terra-Mechanics’ presence in Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Delaware, and Maryland.
For more information, call (610) 970-6950, email Dave.Obrien@
Terra-Mechanics.com, or visit www.Terra-Mechanics.com.
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McAtee Receives Lifetime Achievement Award
Urban Engineers Inc. is
pleased to announce that
Joseph McAtee, P.E., has
been given the Lifetime
Achievement Award by
the March of Dimes.
McAtee was honored
during the Southeast
Pennsylvania Chapter’s
23rd Annual Transportation, Building & Construction Awards
luncheon hosted at the Pennsylvania Convention Center. He most
recently served as the executive vice president and chief operating
officer of Urban, and currently serves as a senior consultant for the firm.
McAtee was a founding volunteer of the Transportation, Building
& Construction Awards Luncheon, and has served as a board
member and sponsor of the event since its inception. He served as
the chairman for the luncheon’s board from 2005 to 2007. The
event honors leaders from both public and private sectors of
transportation, building, and construction industries. McAtee was
selected by a committee of his peers and honored for his achievement
and leadership, and for his efforts to promote economic development
within Southeastern Pennsylvania. In the event’s 23-year history, more
than $2 million has been raised for the March of Dimes mission.
McAtee joined Urban in 1967, and became one of its principal
owners in 1993. A graduate of Drexel University with a bachelor’s in
civil engineering, McAtee has been an active member of numerous
professional societies and a recognized leader in his profession. He
was president of The American Council of Engineering Companies
of Pennsylvania (ACEC/PA) from 2007 to 2008. In 2005, he was
appointed to the Construction Management Association of America
(CMAA) Foundation Board. In 2004, the CMAA elected him
to its College of Fellows. In 2003, he was named chairman of the
Construction Manager Certification Institute. In 1990, the Philadelphia
Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers named McAtee its
Construction Engineer of the Year. In 2001 he was its Civil Engineer of
the Year. ACEC/PA presented him with the 2011 Distinguished Award
of Merit, along with receiving Drexel University's Lifetime Achievement
Award. In 2012, he received his Life Membership certificate from the
American Society of Civil Engineers, Philadelphia Section.
Urban Engineers served as a platinum sponsor of this year’s
Transportation, Building & Construction Awards Luncheon. Other
honorees included Philadelphia Mayor Jim Kenney and PennDOT
Secretary Leslie Richards.

Wagman Employees Recognized at Annual Safety
Awards Banquet
The Maryland Transportation Builders and Materials Association
(MTBMA) recently held its 4th Annual Contractor Supervision
Recognition Safety Awards Banquet. This event recognized accidentfree performances during the 2015 calendar year. Ten Wagman
employees were recognized for their leadership, which was responsible
for maintaining accident-free worksites on Wagman’s Maryland projects.
The Wagman supervisors who received the award were: David Baker,
Michael Benney, Mark Bixler, Joseph Gay, Bryan Hyde, Fred O’Brien,
Rodney Price, Octavio Resendiz, Brian Sluder, and Steve Tippett.

Urban Engineers Announces Executive Leadership
Transition Plan
Urban Engineers is pleased to announce that
Kenneth R. Fulmer, P.E., will succeed
Edward M. D’Alba, P.E., as president and
chief executive officer of Urban Engineers
Inc., effective July 1, 2016. D’Alba, who
currently serves as president and CEO, will
continue to serve on the firm’s board. This
completes Urban’s third leadership transition since its founding in 1960.
Since beginning his career with the firm as an intern, Fulmer has
served in several leadership capacities, including deputy director of
construction services and general manager for transit and passenger
rail. In those roles, Fulmer successfully strengthened Urban’s regional
presence and expanded the firm’s national profile. Most recently, he
managed all aspects of the firm’s operations, including serving on the
board of directors and leading the firm’s executive committee; aligning
resources to support client needs and growth initiatives; overseeing
the development and implementation of the firm’s strategic plan;
communicating vision; and maintaining the Urban culture.
Fulmer is a graduate of Drexel University with a master’s degree in
engineering management and bachelor’s degrees in civil engineering and
architectural engineering. He is a professional engineer in five states,
including Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Maryland.
Urban is also pleased to announce the creation of the Edward M.
D’Alba Leadership Award Scholarship, which will be offered to a
graduating high school senior in the Philadelphia City Rowing program
who demonstrates leadership, on and off the water. Philadelphia City
Rowing is an organization that seeks to empower local public school
students through the sport of rowing. D’Alba was a longtime rower
and athlete who always maintained a passion for the sport. To honor
his service, Urban Engineers dedicates this scholarship to a promising
individual who is an optimist, dreamer, and achiever that others
look to for guidance and trust.

Michael Baker International to Improve I-90 Corridor
Michael Baker International,
a global leader in engineering,
planning, and consulting
services, is playing a critical role in improvements to a seven-mile
stretch of I-90 in Erie County, Pa., part of the longest interstate
highway in the nation. PennDOT selected the firm to develop
preliminary engineering, environmental, geotechnical, and final design
plans for the project, which is aimed at increasing safety and efficiency
for the 20,000 vehicles that use the roadway daily.
“Michael Baker experts will focus on the reconstruction of two
interchanges along this section of I-90 that date to the late 1950s,”
said Greg Cerminara, vice president in the Transportation practice
for Michael Baker’s Pittsburgh office. “Our solution raises the new
interchange bridges that span over I-90, so they comply with current
state law and can accommodate the significant truck traffic in the area.”
Michael Baker’s approach proposes the use of innovative Accelerated
Bridge Construction at the interchanges. This technique enables the
current structure to remain open to traffic while crews build the new
bridge adjacent to the old one. This approach is intended to enhance
safety for both workers and motorists by reducing onsite construction
time and minimizing disruptions to traffic.
The plan also includes intersection improvements designed to promote
efficient traffic flow and minimize delays for motorists.
The project is expected to be complete by 2020.

Navarro & Wright Welcomes New Hires
Navarro & Wright (N&W), is pleased to
announce that J. Hedley Armstrong, SP CP,
Photogrammetrist, has joined the firm. He
will be working from both the Sparks, Md.,
and New Cumberland, Pa., offices.
Armstrong brings more than 30 years of
experience in providing Geospatial Services to
a wide range of public and private clients. He
J. Hedley Armstrong
has been involved in precision data collection
and processing, using all the latest technological advancements. His
responsibilities have involved being the primary point of contact and
project manager for open-end photogrammetric statewide contracts with
multiple-state agencies, including MDSHA, PennDOT, WVDOH,
ConnDOT, and NJDOT. Armstrong has successfully integrated Low
Altitude Helicopter Photogrammetry and 3D Laser Scanning into an
Navarro continued on page 38
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existing data collection program. He has managed 3D Laser Scanning
projects for the purpose of creating Building Information Models (BIMs).
Armstrong has published "3D Laser Scanning as Applied to Subway
Tunnel Inspections Techniques for Gathering, Documenting and
Managing Inspection Data" for the American Society for NonDestructive Testing (ASNT), 19th October 2009, and "Integrating
Laser Scanning into a Civil/Survey Business," for the Professional
Surveyor Magazine, August 2003.
Armstrong, a graduate of Engineering Technology/Coleraine
Technical College, Coleraine, Northern Ireland, can be reached
at jarmstrong@navarrowright.com.
Brent A. Wolfe, P.E. has also joined the firm
as project engineer in the Sparks, Md., office.
Wolfe is a professional engineer with more
than 12 years of experience with water
and wastewater engineering projects. His
background includes water and wastewater
engineering design, project management,
and consulting. He has a wide range of
Brent A. Wolfe
experience with water and wastewater projects
starting from the planning stages to final construction, including
surveying, conceptual design, permitting, developing contract plans and
specifications, client and contractor coordination and correspondence,
and construction observation.
Wolfe, who can be contacted at bwolfe@navarrowright.com, is a
graduate of The Pennsylvania State University, Capital College,
receiving a Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering.
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Michael Baker International to Give Commuters
Greater Access to Vital Train Station
Michael Baker International, a global leader in engineering, planning,
and consulting services, is playing a role in the multi-faceted effort to
improve the Paoli Intermodal Transportation Center, a key rail depot in
the western suburbs of Philadelphia that is part of the daily commute
for tens of thousands of people in the region. PennDOT recently
awarded Michael Baker a $7.5-million contract to design roadway
system improvements at the train station, which serves both
AMTRAK and Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority
(SEPTA) riders.
Michael Baker’s role includes the design of roadway enhancements
that will improve traffic flow in the vicinity of the Paoli Station. The
roadway improvements, along with the Amtrak upgrades to the station,
will enhance access to the station, parking, and nearby local businesses
surrounding the station.
PennDOT, AMTRAK, and SEPTA are collaborating on a host of
upgrades for the station, including a new center high-level platform,
elevators, ramps, a pedestrian overpass, parking lot improvements, and
additional enhancements to make the station ADA-compliant.
According to the latest ridership data, nearly three quarters of a million
SEPTA riders used the station last year. More than 175,000 AMTRAK
passengers passed through the station during the same period.
Improvements to both the station and surrounding roadway system are
expected to be complete by 2021.
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Delivering Design-Build Solutions
The versatility of the Reinforced Earth® technology enables integrated
design solutions and provides wide ranging flexibility in addressing
geometrical, geotechnical and architectural requirements.

800.446.5700

REINFORCED EARTH

®

www.reinforcedearth.com
ContactUs@reinforcedearth.com

APC
800 North Third Street
Harrisburg, PA 17102
Change Service Requested

PRODUCT SUPPORT SALES REPRESENTATIVE
YOUR DIRECT CONNECTION TO

unbeatable

SUPPORT

4

EMSolutions

• Full utilization of telematics
with Product Link™
• Condition Monitoring via
VisionLink®
• Inspection Programs
• Lube Service Programs
• Total Maintenance &
Repair Programs
• And more!

REMAN
FACILITIES

Specializing in hydraulics,
machining, welding/
fabrication, undercarriage
and component
rebuilds

SERVICE
AVAILABILITY

• 406 Shop Technicians
• 223 Field Technicians
• 16 Lube Trucks
• Technicians available
24/7

Oil Lab

• In-house oil, fuel and
coolant analysis
• 24-hour guaranteed
turnaround for oil
analysis

TLC

PARTS
INVENTORY

Dedicated to
bringing you
high quality PM
and inspection
services

26

LOCATIONS
To meet your
unique needs

• Central Parts Distribution
Center
• Overnight Parts Availability
• Delivery Service Available
in Most Areas
• Exchange components
available for most models

YOUR REP
WORKS FOR YOU
AT NO CHARGE!
• 22 Parts & Service
Sales Reps
• 4 Hydraulic Reps

Safety

• Top performing dealer
in safety metrics
• Safety by choice,
not by chance
• safety.cat.com

For more information on how a product support sales representative
can help you maintain and improve your productivity, call 844-569-9651.
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